10’ x 42” Round

Setup Instructions
HANGING FABRIC STRUCTURES
Using Your Setup Instructions

Plan View

The Overhead Sign Setup Instructions are created specifically for your configuration. They include an
exploded view of the frame which is sequentially numbered. We encourage you to study the instructions
before attempting to assemble your exhibit.
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Connections are kept very simple: no tools. Everything assembles with push-button
connectors and pre-connected horizontal sections.
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Cleaning and Packing Your Display
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1) Use care when cleaning aluminum extrusion or acrylic inserts. Use only non-abrasive cleaners.
2) Retain all packing material. It will make re-packing much easier and will reduce the likelihood
of shipping damage.
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Push-Button
Connections are made by holding the button
down and sliding the red tube into opposing
tube until the connection is made. To disassemble
push button and pull or twist extrusions apart.
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1) Connect all bungied pieces together in
numerical order.
2) Connect lower section and upper section
together using (8) Vertical Supports.

Fabric Graphic Installation for Aviator Structures

IMPORTANT!

10’ circle
shown

Assemble frame per
Aviator Overhead setup
instructions before
installing graphic

HANGING FABRIC STRUCTURES

figure 3.

figure 2.

Hanging Structures come in many shapes and sizes
requiring some adjustment to these instructions

3. Grasping the paired sides of a zipper firmly, bring the front
and back of the unzipped graphic up and over the
structure (fig. 3).

figure 1.
1. With CLEAN HANDS, unfold your fabric graphic on a clean
surface. Place the graphic along the interior space of the
frame (fig. 1).

figure 4.

2. If there are eyebolts on the frame, align them
with the eyebolt holes in the graphic (fig. 2). Some graphics
have spaces between the zippers for the eyebolt hardware.

figure 5.

4. Start the zipper and zip a 10”to 15”section.
Work the graphic neatly around the structure (fig. 5).

Stretch the fabric so the zipper meets
together (fig. 4).
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figure 6.

5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 for the remaining sections, adjusting
the fabric as necessary (fig. 6).
6. Keep Your Graphic Clean!
When repacking the graphic, remember to WASH YOUR HANDS
before folding the graphic and placing it in the plastic bag.

